
Kwik Kopy Geebung  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Very happy with the products also the customer service is wonderful.

 Anna TYS  - Owner/Operator

10/03/2020Always helpful, friendly and quick service.

This is the second time I have approached the team at Kwik Kopy Geebung for a quote and 
printing and on both occasions they have provided exceptional, quick and efficient service from 
start to finish.  If you are looking for a great printer, don’t pass up the opportunity to work with 
them.

 Artboy1980  

8/10/2019High Five To the Kwik Kopy Geebung Team

I requested a repeat small order for posters and presto! Done that day and staff were creative 
in suggesting ways to quickly get them to me. I decided to pick them up myself and when I did, 
staff were friendly, helpful and fabbo!

 Piface  - Managing Director

15/08/2019
Amazing Fast Turnaround & Scintillating Ser-
vice!

We use Kwik Kopy Geebung regularly for our business printing requirements.  The service is five 
star and so is the product.  All of our business cards, thank you cards, and presentation folders 
always look professional and there has never been an issue the the quality of the product.  we 
thoroughly recommend Kwik Kopy Geebung.

 Morgz_11  - Administration Assistant

14/08/2019Awesome Service and Quality Printing

Kwik Kopy Geebung

Kwik Kopy Geebung have been our ‘go to’ printer for many years. They 
consistently provide expert assistance and quality products.

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Executive Assistant

11/12/2019Expertise and Quality“ ”
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Fast service, efficient, well priced and great staff

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Office Manager/Procurement

14/05/2019AWESOME SERVICE AND STAFF

This is the second review and I continue to be happy with the service and product that KK 
Geebung offer

 MFraser  - Director

10/04/2019Continued great service and product

We requested some urgent corflute signange from Kwik Kopy at Geebung, and we had it in our 
possession the following day at 12. Images were high quality and looked fantastic once applied 
to our trade show stands.

 Cfidler  - Marketing Assistant

10/04/2019Quick turnaround and amazing service

AJ is always great at helping me with the quotes i need and the changing of quotes !  thank you 
for your efforts as always :)

 Kristin  - Sales

10/04/2019MAGAZINES, STICKERS

The team are always prompt with my quotes - follow up and delivery of goods

 Tmp1  - Operations Manager

10/04/2019Fantastic Service and delivery
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The team at Geebung are always friendly and helpful. Will continue to use them for my business 
printing needs.

 Anna TYS  - Owner Operator

14/03/2019Friendly service and quality products

I send KK Geebung a set of pdfs and was given a good quote and prompt fulfilment within my 
tight timeframes.  Very happy and will use again.

 MFraser  - Director

13/03/2019Prompt and professional service/product

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy for years. Nover disappointed!

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Director

9/10/2018Great product & quick service!

I used Kwik Kopy Geebung when I was with a former company, so when it came to update some 
stationery & promo material, I again contacted Dalya & AJ to do our work. So happy with the 
quality of work!

 Kymbo  - Office Manager

16/09/2018Outstanding in every way!

We requested kwikopy to reprint a book for us and it was too easy for them and so we are happy 
with the end product.

 Nairie18  - Reprinting Hymn Books

11/09/2018Efficient and job required was welldone.
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Kwik Kopy Geebung are a pleasure to deal with - very responsive service, fast turnaround 
from order placement to product ready. Staff are friendly, professional and their services are 
competitively priced. I would highly recommend them.

 Karen4871  - Community Services Officer

10/09/2018Fantastic, prompt service

I used Kwik Koby recently to develop a community resource card and print and I was extremely 
happy with the service and the print quality was excellent.

 Maz71  - Team Manager

14/08/2018Great Service and flexibility

Got quotes in 2017 on some products that weren’t ordered until 2018and the quotes were still 
valid

 Polly  - Admin

14/08/2018Unbelievably fast service

I use Kwik Kopy Geebung for business printing often and each time there is clear personalised 
communication with great recommendations for the best options. Super fast delivery of high 
quality products EVERYTIME!

 Ash Kate  - Operations Support

9/07/2018Great communication and high quality!

I couldn’t be happier with the service and products that i have received from Kwik Kopy Geebung. 
All are of high quality and the short lead times are great too.

 Trade Builders Supplies  - Accounts Manager

28/03/2018Great service, products and lead times.
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Whenever we need a creative marketing solution and fast turnaround, the team at Kwik Kopy 
Geebung are there to help out. The quality of the service and product are exceptional.

 MetalArt18  - Business Development Manager

28/03/2018
Faultless, attentive service from a friendly 
team!

I have been getting labels printed for my small business and have been amazed at the quality of 
the labels. All my customers comment on how great the labels look. The customer service is great, 
they always go above and beyond. Highly recommend Kwik Kopy Geebung.

 Luna Candle Co  - Owner And Operator Luna Candle Co

28/03/2018
Fantastic customer service and top quality 
product

Use them to print our customer specific header cards and our own business cards. Always get 
what we had envisaged.

 ACEman  - Sales & Marketing Manager

14/12/2017
Awesome service & friendly knowledgeable 
staff.

Constantly receive good service from AJ and the team at Geebung. Efficient, precise and a 
pleasure to deal with. This is why we always return to this particular branch. They know our 
business and are always ready to help.

 KayJ  - Business Development Manager

14/12/2017Good Service - always

Kwik Copy Geebung are fantastic supporters of our business. Always very good 
at following up quotes with phone calls, which is extremely helpful. Excellent 
service, highly recommended.

 Jeffmax  - Marketing Officer

28/03/2018Love my Kwik Copy team!“ ”
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I need a last minute print job for an important client, the team at Kwik Kopy were more than 
happy to help. Their service was exceptional, they had my prints ready in under 5 min! The quality 
of their high resolution gloss print really impressed my client... thank you, Kwik Kopy!

 BenC89  - Principal Consultant

14/12/2017Great service, great product

We were reluctant to move from our current printer but decided to give our local Kwik Kopy a go. 
It turned out to be an excellent choice as our docket books are now of better quality & print then 
all our previous prints. We will continue to use this friendly & professional company for all our 
future printing needs. Thankyou !

 Treen  - Administration Manager

13/12/2017Friendly, professional service !

Has printed a few different wine lists for me. All with minimal fuss, and understanding my 
customers needs.

 Bob R  - Owner

21/10/2017Very professional.

Kwik Kopy Geebung is the only place I will go to have high quality prints done for any project. 
They put 120% into their customer service and the quality of their work shows. The team are 
supportive toward their customers and happy to provide advice and practical solutions to 
problems. Couldn’t ask for a better service!

 Tane Winiana  - Marketing & Communications Manager

21/10/2017Quality service with great results

KwikKopy printed some material for our conference including some fiddly last minute papers. 
Fast, professional and great result!

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  

21/10/2017Excellent service
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AJ and the team are great. They always deliver on-time. Kwik Kopy are great for our business 
needs as they always double check the designs we send through. We print a lot of collateral for 
four different businesses. We’ll be stick with KK!

 Hannah50  - Marketing Executive

25/08/2017
Great turn-around and excellent customer 
service

I have been using Kwik Kopy Geebung for a while now and they constantly impress me with 
their level of professionalism and customer service. They always supply prompt and experienced 
recommendations for my projects. My projects are always completed within a quick turn around 
and the finished product is beyond my expectations. I am particularly fond of the follow-up 
phone calls to ensure my needs are appropriately met.

 Nikola  - Digital Content Designer

13/06/2017Excellent customer service

great service and attention to detail and they new exactly what i wanted

 Allertcha  - Owner

7/06/2017business cards

From start to finish Kwik Kopy Geebung provide a professional fast friendly service with great 
communication.Top quality products, perfected everything we needed and visualized. Highly 
recommended !!:)

 Swimart  - The Most Awesome Staff Member :)

7/06/2017Speedy Personalized Service

KKG provided quick and reliable service.  Once ordered it was delivered to us and was ready to 
use immediately and presented well.

 TManagement  - Training Co Ordinator

7/06/2017Booklet Printing
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The system for re-ordering business cards is great and easy to make minor updates.  The staff are 
very helpful if you need to make major changes.

 Kerr  - Accounts Officer

7/06/2017Good business card re-order system

Found a mistake on the cards after printing and it was fixed and re-printed without hesitation

 MaxMer  - Admin Manager

7/06/2017Great service and after sales service

Very satisfied with the service. Excellent customer service. Excellent value for money. Would 
definitely recommend Kwik Kopy to others.

 Fred Boseto  - Medical Professional

21/04/2017Great service

I recently went through Kwik Kopy for some brochures for a client that required a speedy 
turnaround, and they delivered well within the timeframe and budget. So happy with their 
efficiency and client support.

 Caitlinnaimee  - Graphic Designer

23/03/2017Excellent and efficient service

Working with you on producing print resources and banners is always a 
pleasure. Your attention to detail, excellent customer service and ability to 
work to reliable timeframes makes our job so much easier! Thanks again.

 Cath 45  - Senior Project Officer

21/04/2017
Excellent as always! Love working 
with you guys.“ ”
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Have been working with the team at Kwik Kopy Geebung for many years now and they always go 
above and beyond for our advertising and marketing needs.

 JubileeCare  - Marketing And Communications

21/02/2017
Great team, creative designers & excellent 
service

The staff were very helpful with suggestions and the service was very quick. Would highly 
recommend you for anyone that values customer service!

 Sitey  - Administrator

21/02/2017Fantastic service and products!

We have been using Kwilk Kopy for several years now and always their delivery - service and 
product is outstanding

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Operations Manager

21/02/2017Great Service

We have used Kwik Kopy for a while now and have always found the customer service to be 
excellent, they go out of their way to meet our often tight deadlines and the printing is always to 
a high standard.

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Marketing & Communications Manager

18/12/2016Printing

We have had a long affiliation with Kwik Copy Geebung team, we appreciate the great advice 
backed up by a quality product at a very reasonable price.  Thank you for all your help this year.

 By George  - Salon Manager

8/12/2016
Honest professional advice, prompt quality 
product
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We ordered 2017 calendars for Christmas gifts to our client base. Excellent quality print and 
layout. Service from Kwik Kopy was awesome. Quick turn around time approval to delivery.

 Wendy InXpress  - Office Manager

18/11/2016
Excellent Quality Products at Competitive 
prices

Very easy to deal with, understand what I need and want.  Very fast turnaround time at a great 
price.

 Medical123  - Office Manager

11/11/2016Great Service and Fast Turnaround

I use Kwik Kopy Geebung for a number of my clients printing as they’re competitive on price, 
quick to provide quotes, very accessible, produce consistently high quality print and always 
deliver on time.

 Arnie  - Marketing Consultant

8/11/2016
Great service, speed of delivery and communi-
cation

It seems that whenever I call any of the staff at Kwik Kopy Geebung it is something that I need 
“Yesterday”. They are always more than happy to assist within very short time frames. Thank you 
all.

 Smokey  - Administrator

28/10/2016Excellent Service every time

I met the Kwik Kopy team just over a month ago & I’m so glad that I did! AJ is always eager 
to help & assist with our marketing and no job is too small. He is amazing at meeting tight 
deadlines and coaching me through the requirements of the jobs.

 Jeffmax  - Marketing Officer

19/10/2016Amazing & efficent service every time!
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Kwik Kopy responded quickly in terms of providing me a quote and the delivery to my office was 
almost instant. Great service and very efficient.

 Lollie  - Publication Manager

18/10/2016Great service

for a complex order there was only one hiccup with it - overall happy with the job.

 Anne S  - Admin Manager

22/09/2016Good Service

I have been working with AJ, Kier and Dalya from the Geebung Kwik Kopy for over a year now, 
and ever since day 1 I have found their service impeccable.  So friendly, so efficient, and so 
precise.  The whole team works with you to meet your objectives and timelines.  Thank you for all 
of your help :)

 LeonieCavanagh  - Assistant Marketing Manager

22/09/2016Friendly and Prompt Service

Friendly service with instant responses to my requests. Still awestruck at they incredible 
professional service.

 Panda  - Development Manager

29/08/2016Phenomenal Service

I had urgent printing to be done, it was handles with total professionalism, the final ‘product’ 
was of outstanding quality and completed within the promised time frame.

 Hollings  - Business Owner

29/08/2016Outstsanding Service
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AJ and his team are second to none. They have delivered our print jobs on time and always of 
high quality. We appreciate everything they do for us. It’s great to have a reliable printer such as 
Kwik Kopy Geebung by our side.

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Marketing Manager

18/08/2016
High quality printing and always delivered on 
time

I have used Kwik copy both for our office use and for a customer and they are always happy, 
friendly and super efficient.  Their work is perfect.

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Admin/Sales

18/08/2016SERVICE AND PRODUCTS

Experience from quoting of products, proofing and final delivery was a very efficient and easy.  
Will certainly use the services of Kwik Kopy again.

 Belinda  

18/08/2016Easy & efficient process

We always use kwikkopy They always provide advice ref get the best out of our spend.

 Neilma  - Sales Manager.

18/08/2016Great service.  Personal touch.   Quality.

We use Kwik Kopy for our business cards each time we need to print new or additional ones.

 Emilie  - HR & Public Relations

1/08/2016Great and rapid service!
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I use Kwik Kopy in Geebung nearly every few weeks for our printing needs. We have been doing 
so for many years now.The great thing about AJ and his team is, no matter what we throw at 
them, they always come through for us. They give us the best advice, greatest quality of service 
and fantastic turn around times. Coupled with a superior quality print, every time. They help us 
continue to run a reliable, efficient business by doing what they do, better than the rest. My hat 
goes off to you, Kwik Kopy Geebung!

 Tane Winiana  - Marketing & Operations Officer

22/07/2016A service quality unsurpassed.

The Team at Kwik Kopy Geebung have been looking after our printing needs for many years now 
and they have always given us great advice, our dealings have always been very professional and 
efficent

 By George  - Salon Owner

21/07/2016Awesome advice and reliable service

Second time I ordered them - to print my my 2nd book - and another good job done. Photos, and 
layout just perfect -.readers now paying me compliments! Thanks, Mick.

 Mick123  

21/07/2016Kwik, helpful, friendly, good job.

I have used Kwik Kopy at Geebung several times and have been so happy with their service and 
the final product. Friendly and helpful staff. Thank you.

 Anna TYS  - Owner

21/07/2016Friendly, helpful & wonderful products

I needed some guidance and advice and required custom made items. I got everything I needed.

 Jaspley  - Senior School Coordinator

21/07/2016
very good service. Helpful and friendly. Pa-
tient.
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I have been dealing with Kwick Kopy on a number of occasions, and every time the service I 
received was excellent, Thanks

 Kathy  

21/07/2016Great Service

Have worked with Kwik Kopy Geebung 3 times now and each time the team have been easy to 
work with, prompt and considerate of my needs.  Thankyou

 Claire tetlow  - Learning Advisor

6/06/2016Great People to work with

Our office at LJ Hooker Bracken Ridge have been using the products of KwikKopy for the past 
year and have found them to be extremely useful for our business. Dealing with AJ has been an 
absolute pleasure and would happily recommend the company to anyone. From start to finish, 
the process has been 10/10

 Roxanne  - Sales Manager

16/03/2016Top Class Service and Products

The products received are always of the best quality and price. The staff are very helpful and 
friendly. Very happy with the service.

 Koobara Kindy  - Admin Assistant

7/03/2016Great products and Service and Friendly Staff

We use Kwik Kopy regularly and always receive exceptional service, on time and best quality.

 Kwik Kopy Geebung customer  - Operations Manager

14/12/2015on time exceptional service
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Printing is always done to the highest standard and turn-around is extremely fast.

 Djones  - Marketing Co-Ordinator

11/12/2015Consistently good service

Reliable and able to work with us to meet tight deadlines, Kwik Kopy Geebung is now my go to 
place.

 Cath 45  - Senior Project Officer

2/12/2015Fantastic customer service!

I was impressed with the skills of AJ @ Kwik Kopy...The display has gained many compliments 
and personally it was a professional experience .

 Marie  - Manager

2/12/2015Heritage Wall display

Custom Fluidpower is very pleased with our 2016 branded calendars from Kwik Kopy Geebung. A 
Christmas gift and silent sales person all-in-one.

 Leonie  - National Marketing Coordinator

2/12/2015Innovative Branding Ideas

Great print quality, genuine customer service and amazing turnaround 
time. Brilliant!

 Rose  - Marketing

11/12/2015Reliable, Professional and Personal“ ”



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.geebung.kwikkopy.com.au


